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Quality medical care and safety are the foremost priorities
of any hospital and new approaches encourage the patient
to be an active participant in their care. In fact, hospitals are
beginning to view the patient more and more as an informed consumer of medical services, just as we would in
classical retail settings. And just as in retail settings, the
notion of patient satisfaction has started to come to the forefront of considerations in healthcare work.

ABSTRACT
The evolution from a disease-centered model of care to a
more patient-centered model presents opportunities for going beyond designing technology to support medical professionals to encompass supporting patients as well. In this
work, we conducted interviews with 16 inpatients and 5
visitors in several hospital wards to uncover opportunities
for improving the inpatient experience. Findings suggest
that a redesign of the call button system could improve
nurse-patient communication and relieve anxiety. Providing
information about overall progress and upcoming events
could help patients maintain a sense of autonomy in a disempowering environment. Helping patients learn more
about their health through information access could lead to
a greater sense of ownership over health. Technology promoting social connectedness could help patients virtually
escape the isolating hospital environment. Finally, novel
interaction techniques could make technology more accessible to this unique population.

Aside from competitive advantage and higher profitability
for organizations when patients “shop” for medical services, there are many important benefits of patient satisfaction. These include greater trust and compliance, increased
tolerance for discomfort, reduced stress and medical complications, enhanced placebo effects, and an overall benefit
to quality of care [16]. It has also been demonstrated that
patient satisfaction is a factor in staff satisfaction, and vice
versa, which suggests that affecting either part of this cycle
will propagate and self-amplify through the system [17].
While there has been quite a bit of work in the medical and
informatics communities developing technologies and techniques to support medical professionals in providing, tracking, and documenting care, it is only recently that the patient has garnered direct attention. Human-computer interaction research has already played a large role in prior work
and we believe there is more to do to creating novel, information-rich, and pleasurable experiences for inpatients.
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The work we present in this paper represents a small step
towards understanding some of the opportunities ripe for
researchers in the inpatient domain. We explore current
experiences within an inpatient setting, in which patients
are admitted to the hospital and stay at least one night. Specifically, we conducted semi-structured interviews with
inpatients in several units within a local hospital. We report
both current experiences, and the needs and desires expressed by patients and loved ones. For the purpose of discussing patient-centric technology opportunities, we group
the emergent findings into several themes. Each of these
themes suggest a very concrete technology design opportunity, including improving nurse-patient communication,
transparency of progress and predictability of daily events,
facilitative access to health information, improving social
connectedness, passing the time, and recumbent computing.
We hope this will provide a starting point and inspire researchers to leverage our work and apply their own expertise to engage in the domain.

1. INTRODUCTION
The hospital is a scary place for patients unfamiliar with the
routine, the vernacular, and the people who suddenly become an important part of life. Inpatients are unaccustomed
to the loss of autonomy, and anxious about what is wrong
or what might happen to them. Thoroughly enjoying a stay
in the hospital seems unlikely, but there are many ways
technology could improve the inpatient experience. With
over 37 million hospital admissions annually in the United
States alone, any improvements are highly impactful [1].
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States, organizations such as the Joint Commission on the
Accreditation of Healthcare Organization (JCAHO), and
funding sources such as Medicaid, have begun requiring
these measurements. For example, the Hospital Care Quality Information from the Consumer Perspective (HCAHPS)
survey1 is a standardized measure used to assess patient
satisfaction and is applied at the hospital where we conducted our research. Consumers can even view results from
many institutions published at the Department of Health
and Human Services website2.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Support for Care and Documentation
Aside from core innovations in medical devices, Health
Information Technology (HIT) has received considerable
attention recently. For example, there is a concerted effort
in the United States to adopt Electronic Medical Records
(EMRs) to unify medical documentation and streamline
coordination [6]. Hospital information systems must serve a
variety of people and purposes. Researchers have argued
that successful technologies must take into account existing
work practices and needs of clinical staff [4]. To this end,
they have focused much effort in designing and studying
technologies to better support clinical staff. For example,
Spence and Reddy compared work practices before and
after deploying mobile devices for nursing activities and
found that the form factor of the devices did not fit the hospital environment and failed to support work practice [20].

Much work has been done studying patient satisfaction and
providing guidance on improving it. For example, Irwin
Press stressed understanding the difference between medical and patient cultures so clinical staff and patients can
reduce miscommunications [16]. Press recommends hospital staff “Assume that [patients] know nothing about what is
being done, yet want to.”

There has also been a significant amount of work looking at
collaboration and coordination within the clinical setting.
Research within the emergency department on how interdisciplinary teams collaboratively seek information identified opportunities to enhance the gatekeeping role the unit
secretary plays, both in locating information resources and
coordinating team members [19]. Furthermore, other work
in the emergency department has shown that group sensemaking depends heavily on the ability of individuals to access information and share it in group presentations [14].

We believe that there exists a relatively large opportunity
for designing technologies aimed specifically at enhancing
the inpatient experience. As we show in the latter part of
this paper, these technologies could provide patients with
greater access to medical information, better communication mechanisms, and improved entertainment options. We
derived much of our initial inspiration from two pieces of
work. The first was a system built and deployed by the
Children’s Hospital in Arkansas [13]. That hospital used a
Microsoft Media Center PC coupled to an Xbox 360 in
children’s rooms to give patients an Internet connection,
games, educational materials, and to allow staff to review
medical records in the patient’s room on a display that patients, doctors, and family could all view together. The second was a recent study that details overwhelmingly positive response to hospital-room displays that provided patient-centric views of select data from the electronic medical record [23]. The work also highlights needs as well as
challenges and opportunities for designing information delivery systems targeted at patients and families.

One technology intervention within a surgical unit used
large touch screen displays to help care teams with social,
temporal, and spatial awareness, as we as with communication [3]. In follow up work, the authors highlight how the
simple act of identifying and sharing “activities” promotes
useful awareness [2]. They also identify opportunities to
display activities and also to build interfaces that provide
access to relevant information resources and communication channels. This is very rich work and we believe similar
challenges and opportunities exist for designing technologies that directly enhance the inpatient experience.

2.3 Expertise with Outpatient Technologies
Much of the attention patients have received from Informatics and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers has
been in settings outside the hospital. This includes research
on health monitoring devices that allow consumers to sense
metrics such as glucose levels, heart rate, step counts, and
so on. Researchers have started to show the potential of
coupling these sensors to persuasive technology to improve
health in the outpatient setting (e.g. [7]). Taking a broad
look at chronic cancer care, one study opened up several
avenues for pervasive computing in the cancer domain [10].
For example, methods for easily gathering and helping patients reflect on data could be used throughout treatment
and remission. Mobile technology could also strengthen the
connection between patients and social networks.

2.2. Tending to the Whole Patient
A patient-centered approach that supports more than just
the medical needs of patients is becoming a more important
focus in the hospital. Nursing, as a discipline, has long appreciated the need to care for the whole patient, rather than
focusing solely on mechanically monitoring vitals and administering treatments. For example, a 1959 article
acknowledges the temptation to, and the harm of, dehumanizing hospital patients, urging nurses to be sensitive to the
patient’s perspective [21]. More recent findings confirm
that patients tend to be as concerned with psychological and
social aspects of their stays, as they are about physical factors. Furthermore, this anxiety has been shown to be correlated to negative clinical outcomes (e.g. [8]).
The core concept of ‘patient satisfaction’ is gaining importance and is employed to rigorously compare the quality
of medical care provided across institutions. In the United
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Figure 1. A private hospital room viewed frrom the patient perspective. a)) left: bathroom
m, whiteboard, ssink, and door b) down:
de table
TV and clocck c) right: rolliing bedside table, fold out coucch, chair, and ttelephone on sid

ministrration at this hhospital continnues to aggresssively enhance the inpatient eexperience andd was excited to provide
access to their inpatiient populationn and to work with us on
work was apprroved by a
improvvements. Condduct of this w
third-pparty human suubjects review bboard.

A
Aside from in
nfluencing beh
havioral chang
ge by providin
ng
rregular awaren
ness informatio
on, technology
y can also facilitaate sharing beehavior inform
mation and utillize social preesssures to positiv
vely impact heaalth behaviors such as sleepin
ng
oor exercising [1
12]. Other reseearchers have further
f
leveraged
thhe Internet as a platform fo
or providing connectedness
c
to
ffacilitate health
hy decisions an
nd behavior. Fo
or example, usser
ggenerated conttent on onlinee discussion boards
b
has been
sshown to be a rich
r
source of information fo
or patients [5]. It
is also interestiing to watch ass the trend of people
p
searchin
ng
n continues to evolve [18].
thhe web for heaalth information

We connducted intervviews in four ddifferent units: one focusing onn neurology annd orthopedic recovery, one on postsurgicaal gastrointestiinal recovery, one on generral medical
oncoloogy, and the laast on open heeart and vascullar surgery
and teelemetry. HCA
AHPS survey scores, whichh represent
patientt perceptions oof their hospittal experience,, showed a
range of satisfactionn across these units. This provided us
with a diverse set of experiences, oppinions, and suuggestions.

IIn a parallel push to EMR
Rs, Personal Health Recorrds
mers with access to their com
m((PHRs) that prrovide consum
pplete medical records have seen significan
nt developmen
nt.
H
However, reseaarchers have ju
ust begun to sttudy how peop
ple
uuse the medicaal information they
t
keep now
w and what kin
nds
oof tools are neeeded to supporrt this use [15]. For the earlieest
sstages of life, Hayes
H
et al. ex
xplores parentss using technolloggy to keep reco
ords about theirr children’s dev
velopment [11]].

Physiccally, each uniit was arrangeed with a centtral station
which nurses, physicians, annd other staff performed
from w
their m
main tasks. Pattient rooms suurrounded the ccentral station, annd there was a mix of privatee and shared roooms in all
four unnits. In the rooom, each patiennt had their ow
wn bed, televisionn, phone, and w
whiteboard, onn which the nuursing staff
recordeed informationn for the patieent (Figure 1)). All beds
had a ttethered remotte control for ppatients to mannipulate the
positioon of their bedd (Figure 2). T
The remote alsoo had controls foor the televisioon, lights, and a call button. E
Every room
had ann attached bathhroom and priivate rooms had a small
couch that folded ouut where a visiitor could stay overnight.
Each uunit also had a common sittinng area for vissitors, with
public Internet-equippped computerrs. The hospitaal also had
en WiFi networrk and permitteed cell phone uusage.
an open

IIn the health domain,
d
there has been substantial research
ddone in the outtpatient setting
g and for cliniccians in the inp
patiient setting. Ho
owever, inroad
ds are now bein
ng made to brin
ng
technology to the bedside an
nd into the haands of patients.
W
We take a patieent-centric view
w and consideer the whole peersson’s needs in
n our investig
gation of the role technolog
gy
ccould play in im
mproving the in
npatient stay.

33. INPATIE
ENT FIELD
D STUDY
W
We conducted a series of in-ssitu interviews at a local hosp
pitaal to better und
derstand the naature of curren
nt inpatient exp
perriences as well as the needs and
a desires of patients. Patieent
ssatisfaction studies are often done with focu
us groups of diisccharged patientts, but we beliieve that being
g physically prressent in the warrds and interviiewing patientss while their exe
pperiences weree still fresh in their minds was
w vital for gaarnnering an accurrate understand
ding of their sittuation.

3.2 P
Participantss
The hoospital nursing staff assisted uus by identifying patients
who w
were well enouggh to participatte and asked iff they were
willingg to be approacched by a mem
mber of our reseearch team.
We appproached interrested patients in their rooms to provide
more iinformation abbout the studyy and conductt informed
consennt if they decided to participate.
We coonducted semi--structured inteerviews with 116 patients
during their stay in the hospital. Five of these interviews
also inncluded a famiily member whho was presennt and who
chose tto participate iin the interview
w. This gave uus a total of
21 (eleeven female) sttudy participannts.

33.1 Study Setting
S
W
We conducted the study in a suburban hospital located in
thhe Puget Soun
nd region. Thee hospital is a level III traum
ma
ccenter, with ov
ver 300 beds. Itt admits appro
oximately 18,00
00
ppatients per yeaar, employs ov
ver 2,000 people, and has mo
ore
thhan 1,000 active and courtessy physicians on
o staff. The ada
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crosoftt OneNote nottebook, enablinng us to mainntain a link
betweeen the text andd the audio. Forr analysis, bothh researchers inddependently reeviewed the trranscripts. Onee used Atlas.ti too code emergeent themes andd the other creaated a document of themes witth quotations uunder each. Thhis exercise
mes that we saw
w emerging
alloweed us to extractt the key them
were many wayys to group
from thhe interviews. While there w
commeents into themees, we chose a grouping thatt facilitated
discusssion about pottential technology interventiions to improve tthe inpatient exxperience.

Figure 2: Remote controll with large red
d call button

4. FIINDINGS

B
Before beginniing the intervieew, we collectted demograph
hic
innformation to get an idea of their
t
backgrou
unds. Participan
nts
rranged from 24
4 to 76 years off age, with the average at abo
out
550. They had a wide range of educationall levels, rangin
ng
ffrom high scho
ool dropouts to
o one graduatee degree holdeer.
O
Occupations were similarly varied
v
and inclluded teachers,, a
rretired nurse, a plumber, an
n electrician, clerical
c
workerrs,
m
managers, and a professionall artist. All butt one of our paartiicipants were computer userrs, and most reported
r
using
g a
ccomputer daily
y. Participants had a range of
o household ini
ccomes with fiv
ve participantss reporting lesss than $50,00
00
aand five participants reporting
g over $150,00
00.

When people becom
me inpatients, thheir daily routtine changes, thee people they ssee are differennt, and they uusually lose
the abiility to do manny things for tthemselves. Inppatients do
not, hoowever, lose ttheir basic huuman needs too feel safe,
sociallyy connected, aand autonomouus. These needds pervade
our finndings and suppporting them aare at the root oof many of
the techhnology suggeestions we idenntified.

4.1 IImproving P
Patient-Nurrse Commun
nication
A criti cal piece of hoospital room teechnology is thhe call button thaat patients use to summon heelp. In the hosppital where
we connducted this sttudy, the call button was loocated on a
relativee complex rem
mote control tetthered to the bbed (Figure
2). Whhen pushed, thhe call button turned on a nnotification
light ouutside the patieent’s room andd at the nurses’ station.

W
While our partticipants came from relativelly diverse bacckggrounds, we arre cautious nott to over-generralize results. In
pparticular, we note that we only interview
wed people weell
eenough to speaak with us and results do not represent sick
ker
ppatients or patiients in intensiive care setting
gs. Furthermorre,
w
while some off our participaants had been
n hospitalized in
oother places an
nd could speak
k about past staays in those ho
osppitals, we did only
o
sample fro
om one institutiion.

Since iinpatients are often quite vulnerable, havinng a mechanism that allows theem to call for hhelp is critical not only to
summoon physical asssistance, but aalso to providde peace of
mind. Patients’ needds ranged from
m questions abbout schedules annd medicationss, to tasks like getting a drinkk or getting
out of bed to go to tthe bathroom, all the way uup to emergencie s such as acutee pain or increaased bleeding. During the
intervi ews, many pattients seemed cconcerned that nurses had
very liittle informatioon with whichh to prioritize ccalls. They
expres sed the desire to provide moore signal resolution than
the currrent “single-biit” button.

33.3 Intervieew Protocoll
O
Our semi-structtured interview
w method allow
wed us flexibiliity
too make questio
ons relevant to
o each particip
pant’s unique situuation. To ensure that we covered topics of interest wiith
eeach person, we
w prepared an
n interview gu
uide with samp
ple
qquestions group
ped into the folllowing topics:: medical histo
ory
aand reason for the
t current visit, daily routinee including wh
hat
ppatients spend their time doin
ng, awareness of medical prroggress and eventts around them
m, communicatiion with the caare
team and loved
d ones, and tech
hnology desires.

4.1.1 E
Expressing N
Non-Critical N
Needs
On thee one hand, seeveral patients felt bad aboutt using the
button for minor tassks and wisheed that they coould signal
that thhe call was impportant but nott critical. For eexample, a
retired nurse said thaat her experiennce as a nurse influenced
her usee of the call buutton. She used the call buttonn,

in
W
We conducted most interview
ws with two experimenters
e
thhe room (one male, one fem
male). Most in
nterviews lasted
aaround 40 minu
utes, though several went qu
uite a bit shortter
((e.g. 25 minutes) or longer (e.g. 120 minutes). This varian
nce
ccan be attributeed to the fact th
hat we stopped
d the interview
w if
ppatients had to go to a proced
dure, eat, or whenever
w
patien
nts
ddrifted into a leess comfortablle or coherent state. More than
hhalf of the intterviews were interrupted att some point by
b
pphone calls or by hospital staaff coming in for a short tim
me.
B
Being present for
f these interrruptions alloweed us to observ
ve
thhe interactionss and experiencces patients had
d in the hospitaal.

“Juddiciously. Judiciiously. I don’t ccall for just anything. I call
like for help gettinng out of bed, because I havee fallen and
passsed out. Not for ffrivolous things.”

She w
wished that shee could signal that she onlyy needed a
techniccian to bring hher something aand that she diid not need
the nurrse, who she asssumed would be busy and inn-demand.
A schoool teacher exxpressed conceern about askiing for too
much uusing the call bbutton. He saidd that his use,
“…ddepends on my ccomfort with the nurse, if I havee a nurse I'm
moree comfortable w
with I'm more likeely to ring the beell for lesser
issuees… if I feel unccomfortable withh a nurse I'm leeery because
it's li
like I'm getting snnapped at.”

33.4 Data An
nalysis
W
We took field notes and cap
ptured full aud
dio recordings of
eeach interview.. We transcribeed audio recorrdings into a MiM
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He described a night when his elderly roommate needed
help and no one responded to the call button so, “I helped

4.1.2 Expressing Extremely Critical Needs
Other patients wanted more resolution because they had
either experienced, or feared, long waits before someone
responded to them. One patient, who was in the hospital
because of debilitating back pain and an infection, described waking at night with uncontrolled pain that caused
him to scream and shake. He and his girlfriend, who stayed
with him, perceived responses to the call button to be uncomfortably long. He described the call button as a means
of communication between him and his nurses and expressed that he wanted to improve that communication.

out by hollering out and I was loud enough that they heard me.”

Patients further expressed that occasionally, even after
someone came to the room, they still had trouble deciphering if any action was being taken,
“A lot of times if they do come in and they leave to do something, they don't tell you what they're going to do… do I need to
push the button again? What are they going to do?”

This ambiguity left him in more distress wondering whether
his request for help had been successful.

One idea for improving the call button system came from a
patient who had a traumatic injury to both legs and who
was unable to get out of bed. This patient relied on the call
button quite a bit. He suggested a system for signaling the
urgency of the call. Pressing the button once gets a green
light and no urgency; he would use this if he had a question
or needed something that could wait. A second press gets a
yellow light and signals more urgency and a third press gets
a red light signaling that this need is “a priority.” Similarly,
another patient and her husband suggested a regular call
button and an “urgent” or “panic” button to summon anyone who was available.

4.1.5 Discussion
At the heart of the proposed call button improvements was
the notion that nurses will often be pulled in more than one
direction at once and if patients were able to communicate
their needs better, the nurses would be able to make better
decisions about how to spend their time. We expected that
patients might simply want nurses to always respond to
them as quickly as possible, but we found that patients were
quite aware that others might have more pressing needs and
felt universally that the most urgent needs should be attended to first. We infer that in part this awareness comes from
participants’ own concerns about the nurse responding to
them quickly in an emergency situation.

4.1.3 Providing Information so Nurses can Respond
Another participant suggested improving the call button to
help nurses improve efficiency. He observed that when he
pushed the button his nurse had to come in and ask what he
needed and then usually leave the room to retrieve something and then return again. He suggested that it would be
far more efficient if he had a way, possibly using the remote
control tethered to the bed and the TV as a monitor, to interact with a “menu system” to signal to his nurse or technician what he needed. Another patient said that he would
like to be able to use a voice system to communicate with
the nurse before they came in. Not only would this be more
efficient, but he felt it would also help nurses prioritize the
urgency of the need, “if you’re just helping somebody who just

The improvements have two basic aspects: 1) a better way
for patients to communicate their needs and 2) feedback to
the patient on the status of the response. Participants suggested that more transparency and feedback about the state
of the call button system would ease anxiety. However, it is
also a possibility that a camera pointed outside the room or
a more sophisticated system for automatically sensing and
displaying activity level might have the opposite effect. A
patient who is concerned about the possibility that no one
will be available when they need help might be more anxious if they became aware that the nursing staff were quite
busy or that other patients were having problems.
The possibility of a call button system that provides patients
with a better ways to communicate their needs and also
provides reassuring feedback to patients is tantalizing. The
complexities of the hospital environment and the many
stakeholders involved create a worthy design challenge.

needs a blanket changed… it’s better to drop the blanket to save a
patient who is dying.”

4.1.4 Uncertainty Makes Waiting Worse
The patient who woke at night in excruciating pain said,
“there have been times when I'm hurting really bad, but I know
my pain is not going to kill me. But if I'm left here not knowing
and suffering. I'm dying because… every time I hear movement
I'm jumping up. Even if someone could say 'this is what's going
on and we'll be here soon' [that would be good].”

4.2 Providing Predictability in Daily Events
and Awareness of Medical Progress
In the hospital, there are many people who work together
on a patient’s care team. Our participants had doctors, three
nurses a day, and three technicians a day. It can be challenging for the entire care team to coordinate and for everyone, including the patient, to know what is going on. One of
the ways the hospital we observed kept the patient in the
loop was with a whiteboard in each room (Figure 3). The
whiteboard has a place for the date, room number, doctor’s
name, nurse’s name, tech’s name, goal for the day, potential
discharge date, scheduled test or procedures or treatments
with an approximate time, and a space for special instruc-

More transparency about why they are having to wait, or an
acknowledgement that their message has been received,
could go a long way to making the patient’s wait more
bearable. Another participant suggested,
“…what if on the TV they had some type of little camera operation in the corner so they could see if someone was at the front
desk or not so they don’t keep hollering out for nothing.… You
could see if nurse was busy or not.”
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The patient added, “It would be eaasier because a lot of times
whenn the doctor doees show up, they ask ‘do you havve any questionss’ and it's kind oof hard on the sppot, but if we knew it was in
3 hoours we would haave time to thinkk about it.”

tiions. These bo
oards were not completely filled out in any of
oour participantts’ rooms, butt the room nu
umber, date, an
nd
nnurse’s name were
w
filled outt in most and several patien
nts
aalso had technician names and
d a goal for thee day.

P13 haad a similar exxperience, “Wh
When you’re in a lot of pain

44.2.1 Awareneess of Medica
al Progress

and a qquestion comes into your headd you need a w
way to jot it
down.”
” Given a chan
nce to ask thee doctor questtions, most

IIn general, our participants could describe the event, or ses
rries of events, that needed to
o happen beforre they would be
b
w
well enough to
o go home. In
n some cases there were unu
kknowns that neeeded to be ansswered before further
f
decisions
ccould be made,, but these patiients still knew
w what they weere
w
waiting for. On
ne participant did
d wish that his
h board, if eleectrronic, could prrovide a sort off progress bar,

particippants tried to tthink of them oor remember thhem on the
spot. O
Occasionally tthis strategy lled to forgettiing to ask
somethhing and havinng to try again the next day. P3 and his
wife haad worked outt a solution forr this problem. They kept
a pad oof paper on thee tray by his beed where they “write down
random
m questions becaause the doctor iss only in here onnce a day so
that way
ay you rememberr them.”

“something liike the bar you see… that justt goes across and
tells you kind of where you’ree at, just on average, nothing sp
pecific or guaranteed… more infformation is bettter.”

Other people wantedd to know upccoming eventss so family
could bbe there. P4’ss wife said, “iit would be nicee too to see

T
This would bee a big picturee view of his overall progreess
w
with importantt steps or even
nts marked alo
ong the way an
nd
aapproximate tim
mes between th
hese points.

when yoou'll see your dooctor, because I want to be heree, but I wasn't suree when he'd comee in.”

While we were doingg the interview
ws in the hospiital we had
the oppportunity to obbserve particippants who weree surprised
by eveents they did noot know were coming or whho were not
up to ddate on the lattest plan regardding diet or m
medications.
When we interviewed P16 she thouught she was ddone for the
However, we ended up cuttting the intervview short
day. H
when ppatient transpoort showed up to take her to have a test
done. H
Her nurse was aware that shee would be piccked up for
the testt, but somehow
w the participannt was not toldd or did not
remem
mber the plan. W
We witnessed two cases wheere participants w
were brought th
their meal and thought there had been a
mistakke because theey thought theeir doctor had told them
one thhing about the diet being orrdered for them and the
nursingg staff had diffferent informattion. We also w
witnessed a
particippant receiving a medication w
when he thougght the plan
for hiss pain control dictated a diffferent medicatiion. It was
explainned to him thaat what the prevvious nurse haad told him
had beeen changed, inn consultation with his doctoor, while he
was noot present. In aall of these exaamples, the mixx-ups were
not disscovered until tthe last minutee. It is hard for patients to
feel likke part of the tteam if they arre out of the looop and are
regularrly surprised byy the plan that others are awaare of.

44.2.2 Anticipa
ating Daily Pllans and Even
nts
A
At a lower leveel, there was uncertainty
u
abo
out how any paartiicular day wou
uld unfold. To
o some extent, the patient is in
thhe hospital forr treatment and
d things will haappen when they
hhappen, but more transparen
ncy about wheen certain even
nts
aare likely to haappen could be helpful. Losing control ov
ver
eevery aspect off life, even thee daily schedulle, can be stresssfful. Furthermorre, knowing what
w
events aree coming up can
hhelp individuals prepare for th
hose events an
nd can help fam
milyy members be present for imp
portant events..
O
One such even
nt is a visit from
m the doctor. A patient’s girrlffriend said,
“we're alwayss asking the nurrse when the docctor is coming in
n.”

4.2.3 D
Discussion
One oof the privilegges of adulthoood is makingg decisions
about w
what you will do and wheree you will be. One of the
charactteristics of thee hospital envirronment is unppredictability beccause unforeseeen problems rregularly arisee and must
be deaalt with immeediately. The ppeople who w
work in the
hospitaal are flexible and adaptive as the situatioon dictates
and thee inpatients muust be too. Thaat said, there aare routines
that deevelop in the hhospital that paatients, who doo not spend
every dday in the hosppital as the stafff do, are not aw
ware of.
Particippants identifieed reasons thhey would benefit from
knowinng more aboutt their schedulee, including the ability to
plan foor upcoming evvents and provviding an oppoortunity for
family to be present. We hypothesiize that more innformation
where patients aare in the largeer recovery
about tthe plan and w
proces s might have a broad impactt. Participants who expe-

Figure 3: Whiteboard
W
on th
he wall in every
y patient room
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rienced unanticipated events or changes in our presence
were caught off guard and at least temporarily confused.
Each time, the first thing they did was try to establish
whether a mistake was being made or whether someone had
changed the plan without including them. Finding better
ways to keep patients in the loop would give them back the
ability to know where they will be and what will happen to
them, which is important in an environment where they are
not empowered to make those decisions.

write their pain medications and dosages on the board.
P12’s girlfriend wished the nurses would continue to put
that information on the whiteboard because without it they
were unable to track medications on their own, especially
when she had to occasionally leave the hospital. P13 suggested that tracking his pain scale data would be helpful,
“they ask you to name your pain 1-10. I think that when you're
in a lot of pain you kind of forget what you'd said before and
may give them the wrong information. I think I, once or twice, I
said a little high... If that was recorded somewhere you could
refer back and give them better information.”

4.3 Getting Access to Health Information
4.3.1 Access to Medical Records

In this case, P13 wanted to be an active part of the medical
team and provide accurate data, but did not have access to
all the information he needed. Two participants said that
they were interested in tracking billing information, “a running tab” so they could see what they were being charged.

Just as transparency regarding the plan and daily events
could contribute to a patient feeling more autonomy, some
patients maintain their autonomy in the hospital by continuing to be involved in their healthcare. For example, P7 declared, “I am a take charge person, because I do a lot of research
online.” She researched her procedure, got second opinions,
and compared advice to make her own treatment decisions.
After a long and difficult diagnosis process, P2 said,

4.3.2 Health Information Seeking
As with access to medical records, some participants actively sought and wanted information while others wanted to
rely on hospital staff to provide them with information. On
the side of seeking information, several participants said
they would use a computer in the room for looking up medical information from their hospital bed. After experiencing
an unexpected side effect one man wanted Internet access,

“I basically am my own main practitioner now and I find that I
am continually doing things that put me in a position where I
am more knowledgeable than the person who is in charge with
my health, and that's a good thing. You should be.”

When asked what he would like to improve about staying in
the hospital, P13 said,

“If you got onto a certain med, you don’t know what the side
effects are and you could just look up, these are the side effects
you might experience. For instance, without getting too personal, I couldn’t wee earlier because of one of my drugs and I
was in quite a panic.”

“some people kind of have that sort of mind where they want to
be slightly in control and want to know what’s going on. So if
the information is open to you, whatever they deem, there’s
probably some information that they think it’s better off that the
patients don’t know… If [the rest of it is] open to you, that
would really encompass the whole lot for me.”

P7 used the computers in the hallway to look up health information during her stay. “Absolutely. That's how I've become

He wanted more information, but did feel there might be
information doctors would prefer patients not have.

knowledgeable about my condition. I know a great deal because of
the Internet.” Other patients had family members who

looked up information on their behalf. P10 had print-outs of
information her husband had looked up online at home and
brought into the hospital and P14’s Mom spent hours reading about his condition, surgery, and doctors. P3’s wife said
that she looks at blogs and medical message boards while
her husband is in the hospital because, “real people’s experi-

Conversely, one participant took comfort in turning over
her care to the hospital professionals and felt that some information was better in the doctor’s hands. She said,
“I don’t think it’s a good idea for patients to have access to
their health information at all, because they understand nothing and they will begin panicking and do stupid things. … It's a
wrong idea to bother people all the time about their physical
condition and make them think about it too much.”

ences are a little bit more informative than the doctor's clinical
experiences.”

4.3.3 An Opportunity to Learn

For her it was more calming to not think about and try to
control her health situation, but instead to trust the doctors.

There was a desire among many participants to have more
to do than watch TV while they were in the hospital and
some participants suggested that there should be opportunities for self-improvement. One idea for self improvement
was to learn more about living a healthy lifestyle and about
the patient’s particular condition. P6, who did not think
patients should have access to their medical records,
thought that being in the hospital was a good opportunity
for self-improvement and education,

In some cases, people actively monitored their health in the
hospital, even though the hospital staff are presumably responsible for that. Several were interested in monitoring
their vital signs or blood sugar and routinely ascertained the
values whenever the nurses ran tests. In these cases, we
asked if participants would be interested in seeing their values on a board in their room. P 17 responded, “I would love
to see my blood pressure. They just tell me, they don’t show me.”

“programming that would enhance/promote healthy lifestyle
via programs. … People who get in hospitals have a lot of time
to look at the screen and listen to what they don’t know… Staying at the hospital, there is a lot of time to think and learn
about how to become healthy.”

Other examples of information participants wanted to track
included medications, pain scale data, and billing information. Three participants mentioned trying to keep track
of pain medication and two had occasionally had nurses
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P8 suggested his time in the hospital could be spent finding
out more about “how I can make a change in my life to simply
have a real good physical gain” instead of watching television.

who were unable to visit the hospital. Three people suggested that some form of videoconferencing would be a
good way to communicate with family and friends, “just like
they're coming to see you, they're right there.” Although one
person who suggested this was reluctant to be watched in
his hospital bed, P15 pointed out that family might be comforted by being able to see their relative in the hospital.

4.3.4 Discussion
Many of our participants tried to be actively involved in
their care and sought information about their health condition. The two ambulatory participants who went to the trouble of standing at the computers down the hall in order to
search for information made an impression on us because
getting up and moving around was a substantial production
for them. Our findings lead us to believe that a computer
with Internet access in the room would be used, and likely
in part to search for health information. Furthermore, based
on our data, we now believe that patients’ visitors might be
as likely to do these searches as the patient is.

Another suggestion was using security cameras or webcams
to view other parts of the hospital. P4 said it would be,
“neat too if you could tap into their surveillance cameras to
see what the outside looks like, and what's going on in the
halls… from in the room it broadens your view…or I could
check the hall to see if I want to go on my walk right now.”

Someone else suggested watching the lobby fish tank,
“maybe it would be nice to focus on one of the fish tanks or
something, maybe you don't like to watch TV, but fish are so
calming. And they're out for people to see, but we're in here!
Like a screensaver.”

This desire for more health information was exciting because we had anticipated that hospitalized patients might be
too overwhelmed and sick to want an active role in managing their health. On the contrary, the people took great interest in their health condition. Participants appeared to be
well primed and motivated to listen to lessons about healthy
behaviors, a combination of informational and motivational
technology could help patients take more ownership of their
health and work towards new behavior change goals.

Finally, participants appreciated simple acknowledgements
from their social networks that they are in the hospital. P12
said that a phone call, a gift, a message on Facebook, or any
other means of letting him know that friends and family
were thinking of him was appreciated. Technology in the
room could lower the barrier to this kind of acknowledgement and has the potential to open a wider band of communication between the hospital room and the outside world.

4.4 Seeking Social Connectedness
Loneliness and a feeling of social isolation were pervasive
themes in our data. In the hospital, inpatients are physically
isolated from their normal lives and from other people. P5
put it well, “You feel isolated in here, actually, because you have

4.4.2 Spreading the word
A more directed form of needing to communicate with the
outside world was the process of getting the word out that
the person was in the hospital and spreading news about
their latest progress. Most participants relied on someone
else in their family to be the point of contact within their
social network. Both P4’s wife and P12’s girlfriend used
Facebook to post progress updates.

to have help getting out of bed, you've got to have help doing everything.” Her loneliness was exacerbated by not being able

to call most of her family when she wanted to because they
lived too far away to be a local call. Participants kept up
with the outside world by watching TV and reading newspapers. “I read the newspaper now and then … it contemporizes

One of the issues that patients encountered with updating
their networks was whether the information was best coming from them. Two participants suggested that it might be
better for their doctors or nurses to update their family and
friends. One of these participants felt that the information
would be taken more seriously coming from the doctor. The
other participant felt that the information would be more
reliable coming from the hospital staff. If technology was
being used to disseminate this information she would also
want to add her own status messages about how she was
doing in addition to their updates about her health status.

a person that’s here, does not make them feel like they are closed
off from society.” Although both his girlfriend and Mom

were with him in the hospital, P12 felt a sense of social
isolation because his social network could not really understand and relate to what he was going through,
“it is very lonely, I mean I'm not alone… but unless you see it…
I don't think people know what I'm going through… I've cried
out so loud they could hear me eight rooms down… People
don't really understand unless they see it.”

The most extreme case of isolation was P15 who had been
injured while on the job far away from his home and his
entire social network, “Basically I'm 2100 and some miles out
in the middle of nowhere with jack crap.” Unfortunately, P15’s
cell phone was dying and he described trying to make arrangements and communicate with family and friends
quickly for fear it would fail completely.

4.4.3 Discussion
Reflecting on the isolation our participants experienced
during their hospital stays, several opportunities for technology support stand out. Communication technology could
be designed to bridge the gap between patients and their
social networks. Images, videos, and sounds could expand
their daily sensory experiences beyond their stark hospital
room. Technology could provide social networks the opportunity to push their own content to the patient’s room. So-

4.4.1 Looking and Reaching Out
Participants raised a few strategies for alleviating the sense
of isolation inpatients feel. First, they wanted better means
of communicating with members of their social network
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cial networks pushing content into the room would provide
views of the outside world, acknowledge the patient’s situation, and help the patient maintain their connection to their
lives outside the hospital. While these are certainly areas
that have been explored in the general context of the web,
the hospital environment has the unique property that patients have no other outlet and helping their mental health
can improve their physical wellbeing.

4.5.1 Discussion
Finding ways to pass the time in the hospital is not just
about a patient avoiding boredom, it is an important component of their quality of life. With no other outlet for mental idle time, it would be easy to become fixated on pain or
prognosis. A challenge is to enable people with limited mobility and a wide range of ages and backgrounds to use their
time awake in a bed for personal enrichment. We were intrigued by two participants who described their time in the
hospital as an opportunity for reflection and selfimprovement. Designs that encourage introspection and
help guide patients through meditation or relaxation techniques could both help patients relax and teach valuable
skills for a healthy lifestyle patients can take home.

4.5 Passing the time
The people who were well enough to be interviewed in our
study frequently said that their previous days in the hospital
were spent trying to sleep and being sick or in pain. After
they started to recover they were more awake and alert, but
did not have much to do. P10 observed, “Time goes by in-

4.6 Recumbent Computing and Ergonomics

credibly slow. When my husband comes in I will have to have him
figure out how to turn the television on.” We observed that

“Think about somebody lying here and being able to see
crosswords,” P7 mused. A key phrase in her statement is
“lying here.” The posture of a hospitalized patient is unlike
that of an information worker at a desk or a mobile user on
the go. Inpatients are mostly stationary in a reclining position with the hospital beds providing the ability to sit up
more or lie all the way down. The TVs in the hospital
where we interviewed patients were flat panels positioned
beyond the foot of the bed. They were mounted high on the
wall or hung from the ceiling. The whiteboards in patient
rooms were often on the wall to the side of the bed.

most of our participants were watching TV when we arrived for the interview. We asked participants how they
passed the time and many of them spent most of their waking hours with the TV on. One lady remarked that,
“I would think it would be better for everyone to have some
kind of stimulation... enough to keep a person from lying in
dark and vegging. Maybe a series of age-appropriate things. I
know some people love crossword puzzles. Some mental kind of
fun challenges and that kind of thing. And for very elderly, I’m
wondering what kind of therapeutic music… geared towards
being mentally more alert or challenged.”

While pointing up, P6 said the TV needed to be more,

Listening to music and drawing were both suggested as
things that might have a positive impact on people in the
hospital. One participant said that she would like to listen to
classical music in her room and P16 told us that the hospital
has “a young man and a woman who play piano each day out in

“across from the patient’s eyes.” “Most people here are in bed for
a long time… This is a comfortable spot only for those people who
walk and can sit up.” P17 had trouble seeing her clock be-

cause it was too close to the head of the bed for her to comfortably twist around and see. Any technology designed for
inpatient rooms will have to be designed for limited motion
and for reclining postures. P14 had to lie flat in his bed because of his injuries. He suggested,

the lobby. And I think that’s wonderful. I've never known a hospital to do that.” Since two other participants had suggested

webcams as a way to look out on the world, we asked this
participant if she would be interested in being able to watch
the musician from her room –she said, “That'd be nice.”

“I've seen computer screens that travel on rails so you could
put it at regular desktop height or you can lift it up. So if I was
laying down here like this, it would be sitting more like where
the TV is. Because one thing I'm noticing is my eyes are getting
shut when I'm lying here looking at people.”

For the purpose of passing the time in the hospital and
providing something else to think about, movies and other
recorded programming were frequently suggested. P14 had
been watching TV shows on his friend’s laptop and suggested that a “kind of database with retro cartoons and favorite

He indicated that if people, or a screen, are too low he has
to try to lift his head to look down his hospital bed at them.

shows… That would be cool, that would really make people feel
better.” A couple other participants had also been watching

Input methods will also need to be adapted for the inpatient
environment and the inpatient population. P1 was able to
have his bed in a more upright position and suggested he
would do fine with a wireless keyboard on his lap, but another participant, P14’s Mom, said, “if you're flat on your

DVDs on laptops brought in by friends and family.
Video games were a popular suggestion from younger inpatients that played games at home. Others expressed interest
in crossword puzzles, word searches, and jumbles. One
couple played cribbage in the evening. A woman suggested
that with a computer in the room she could play solitaire,
but commented, “I guess that's not the primary purpose of being
in here, it's just a diversion.” One lady said, “I love Jeopardy.

back something like a cell phone would be nice, like my phone you
turn it to the side and get a keyboard.” Other participants sug-

gested that talking to the computer would be easier than
traditional input devices. P7 said, “If you didn't have to use the
keyboard and you could just talk, I've thought about that for
years.” She thought this would be particularly useful for

For me it tells me my mind is still pretty darn sharp, ‘cause I do
very well at it.” When asked if she would be interested in
playing with other people in the hospital she said, “I think it
would be lots of fun, Jeopardy.”

elderly people. P10’s husband envisioned using voice
recognition to say “Shade. Light.” and be able to control
the physical environment. The limited range of motion in-
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patients experience when hooked up to monitoring and
treatment devices will impact input devices. P8 had difficulty writing because if he bent his arm too much, he
pinched the IV in his arm and cause the pump to beep. If he
cut off the flow for too long the machine would go into a
mode where only a nurse could stop the beeping.
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4.6.1 Discussion
Physical limitations frequently inhibit motion and the range
of postures inpatients can achieve comfortably. Innovations
in interaction techniques are necessary to enable inpatients
to utilize technology. A hand- and head- orientation independent mechanism for input and output would enhance
computing possibilities from a hospital bed. We believe this
offers a new human-computer interface worthy of pursuit.
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5. CONCLUSION
Our research illuminates several challenges for inpatients,
which we view as opportunities for the research community. We assert that new technologies could improve communication and overall awareness, support social connectedness, as well as provide better entertainment and means of
passing time while healing. We have also articulated several challenges and sensitivities that are unique to the hospital
environment and that do not show up in traditional desktop
computing. Throughout this work we were struck by the
humanness and vulnerability associated with the hospital
stay and look forward to seeing more human-computer interaction researchers engage in this highly impactful space.
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